Toyota tacoma 2013 for sale

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Courteous and helpful
staff. Location was a bit far for me to travel to view the vehicle but the staff were very
understanding. No available cars [Corvettes] I had an appointment to buy a truck and they sold
it out from under me while I was on my 2 hour drive there. He responded quickly. I cannot travel
far or for long. I asked if he had flexibility in price. He couldn't come down to my price. The
dealer responded quickly. However, they did not have the car I was inquiring about. Why do
they have to make buying a used Vehicle so Complicated? The price is NOT the price you see! I
was told that all there extra fees are on there web site. Read the fine print. Central Buick was a
pleasure doing business with. Our salesman Tony was great and easy to communicate with.
And they can register the vehicle on the premises which is a plus. Awesome experience. We
ended up buying a car from them. Laid back, consultative, and willing to go the extra mile to
make sure the buyer is satisfied. They were great! Drove a nice car off the lot in a couple hours.
I would highly recommend them for all your used car needs. Thanks Mark,JR. Salesman was
very friendly and understanding. Recommend dealership to my friends and family. Eduardo, the
owner, is very friendly and knowledgeable of his inventory. He'll take the time to answer any
questions. He's confident in his product and isn't one of those pushy salesmen. He has good
quality vehicles and great customer service. Plus this business has been in his family for over
40 years Salesman was very friendly n gave us no pressure on buyin a car. Fantastic ,the car
salesman Josh was very helpful and honest , great customer service! Very nice and pleasant to
deal with. I did not purchase the vehicle but I do think they offered a great vehicle at a great
price. Remember when small pickup trucks were so popular that even Volkswagen sold one that
was based on the Rabbit? Of this quintet, the members of which are no longer actually small,
the Tacoma is the biggest and most popular model, but it might also be the truck that best
exemplifies why some companies have gotten out of the compact pickup game. It can haul
more, it can tow more, and it can carry more people in greater levels of comfort. Appropriately, a
Tundra also costs thousands of dollars more than an equivalent Tacoma. And price is where the
Tacoma and its remaining competitors demonstrate their clearest advantage over a full-size
truck, especially now that models like the new Chevy Silverado average 18 mpg with a V8
engine and 4-wheel drive. A sport-tuned model called the Tacoma X-Runner is also available,
available only with a V6 engine and a manual transmission. If that sounds good to you, know
that is the last year for this low-volume variant. Our Silver Streak Mica Tacoma looked good, but
not great. The Limited Package gets rid of all the ugly black plastic covering much of the
exterior and adds a set of appealing inch chrome wheels, but I definitely prefer the scooped
hood and special inch wheels with B. Inside, my test truck offered a mix of inexpensive plastic,
quality switchgear and Sof-Tex leatherette seating that did a decent job of mimicking leather.
Nothing about the cabin infers luxury, but most of what the driver sees and touches imparts a
sense of quality, even if that quality relates to its ability to withstand abuse rather than deliver
upscale refinement. Toyota has not redesigned the Tacoma since the model debuted nearly a
decade ago. My test truck contained a 4. As a result, the Tacoma can handle a trailer weighing
up to 6, pounds and carry up to a best-in-class 1, pounds of payload. The transmission also
provides plenty of engine braking on downgrades and holds a lower gear while climbing hills.
As a result, my 4,pound test truck effortlessly ascended from sea level to 1, feet of elevation at
80 mph. No big deal? The gain in altitude occurred over the span of just a few miles, and I had
my family aboard plus a bed full of beach gear. According to the EPA, my Tacoma test truck
should have averaged 19 mpg in combined driving. I got As for my testing, I found the Tacoma
to be a lazy driving companion, though its character is not out of line with what one might
expect of a pickup. Acceleration is loud and leisurely. Transmission shifts are occasionally
harsh. The ride can be choppy at the same time that the inch tires pummel pavement
irregularities into submission. The steering is heavy, slow and vibrates with seemingly every
bump in the road, but works well when driving on dirt and in ruts. The brakes feel strong, secure
and occasionally over-boosted. Wind noise is an issue at speeds over 60 mph. At a time when
pickups are becoming almost as refined as modern automobiles, it is almost refreshing to drive
something completely old-school like the Tacoma. People buy pickup trucks because they have
stuff to haul or tow, and a properly outfitted Tacoma is better at this than its primary
competitors. To be perfectly fair to Nissan, however, a Frontier tows just as much as a Tacoma
and falls short in terms of payload by only 11 pounds. Our Tacoma test truck included handy
adjustable tie-down cleats on the bed rails and tie-down hooks in the bed, a 3-pronged power
outlet in the bed wall and a sliding rear window that could come in handy for carrying longer
and flexible items. The bottom cushions flip up and forward to accommodate taller items and to
reveal under-seat storage bins. The rear seatbacks fold down to provide a flat plastic load floor
for when keeping things dry and secure is preferable. Note that when the rear seatbacks are
folded down, the rear cab wall offers hooks for plastic grocery bags. Up front, the Tacoma is

equipped with a large center storage console, a big glovebox, a coin box to the left of the
steering column, a dashboard cubby to the right of the steering column and a sizable bin
forward of the shifter that can be configured for cupholders as desired. The door panels offer
bottle holders, and rear seat occupants are treated to dual cupholders mounted over the rear air
vents. Comfort levels are adequate. Plus, they face a rather tall dashboard, making it seem like
outward visibility is restricted. Our Limited test truck had a manual lumbar support adjuster for
the driver, though, as well as meaty handgrips mounted to both windshield pillars, helping
shorter and younger people to clamber aboard. While a Tacoma Double Cab is a long truck, the
rear seating area is not generous. Taller adults are likely to find a shortage of headroom, though
this was not a problem for me. Getting in and out is also tough for the longer limbed members
of the species, due to how the rear doors are configured with respect to the seating. Interior
materials are appropriate for a vehicle as likely to be used for work as it is play. Installed in the
Tacoma, I find this system easy to use, though the level of accuracy required to get the screen
to respond on the first try might aggravate people with stubbier fingers than mine. Our test
truck also had satellite radio, as well as an Entune Apps Suite with real-time traffic and weather
reports, sports and stocks news, and more. The premium JBL Audio system sounded good, too,
and the navigation system proved easy to program. According to the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety IIHS , the Tacoma gets a Good rating in the moderate offset frontal-impact test,
the side-impact test and the rear-impact injury prevention test. Comparatively, Regular Cab
models get a 4-star side-impact rating, while Double Cab models receive a 3-star frontal-impact
rating. Until Toyota redesigns the Tacoma, these results are unlikely to change. It sure would be
great if Toyota offered Safety Connect on the Tacoma. Additionally, if you stack the Tacoma up
against its primary competition, the Toyota includes free scheduled maintenance for 2 years or
25, miles and receives the highest possible depreciation rating from ALG at 5 stars. However, a
Tacoma is not the paragon of reliability that most buyers likely expect. Power dependability
study, and Consumer Reports gives the 4-cylinder models a better-than-average rating, while
Tacomas with a V6 engine rate merely average. Although this review is written near the end of
the model year, there are no significant lease deals available for the Tacoma and no cash-back
rebate programs. What does this mean for truck buyers? It might be wise to investigate a
discounted full-size truck with greater towing and payload capacities, a roomier cab and a
bigger cargo bed, even if it gets lower fuel-economy ratings. And remember, a full-size truck
might even match the Tacoma in terms of EPA ratings. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Tacoma listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Private Seller: Leonard. Nixa, MO
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle
Listing Details. This Toyota Tacoma comes equipped with 4 wheel drive, which means no
limitations as to how or where you can drive. Different terrains and varying weather conditions
will have no effect as to how this vehicle performs. A Toyota with as few miles as this one is a
rare find. This Tacoma was gently driven and it shows. More information about the Toyota
Tacoma: Spanning the range from basic work truck to well-equipped off-road or sport truck, the
Toyota Tacoma gives truck enthusiasts what they need or want, without having to get a full-size
pickup. Compared to full-size trucks, the Tacoma is more maneuverable and especially in
Regular Cab versions it can be parked in places a full-size truck never could. And with the base
4-cylinder engine, the Tacoma is one of the most fuel-efficient pickups available. In one of its
specialty performance Pre-Runner or X-Runner or rugged off-road T X Pro forms, it's a
good-looking sport truck serving a specialized task. While the interiors of Tacoma models are
hardly luxurious, Toyota has managed to keep sound systems and infotainment up-to-date. This
model sets itself apart with Gas mileage in the 4-cylinder, parking ease and maneuverability,
wide range of models, simple, straightforward interior, and affordability. Our buying experience
at Kendall Toyota in Bend, Oregon was excellent. Our salesperson, Alex Moschitti provided
outstanding service! Alex was the consummate professional throughout our buying experience.
If you ever need a car sales professional, Alex Moschitti is your choice, look no further. All in all
an enjoyable buying experience. Please don't ever hesitate to let us know how your experience
was, or how we could make it better for you. I look forward to personally meeting all our new

Chevy and Cadillac customers after every purchase to make sure your experience with us has
been better than expected! Plus sales tax, title and license. Price contains all applicable dealer
incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer
for details. The Tacoma PreRunner is well maintained and has just 62,mi. This low amount of
miles makes this vehicle incomparable to the competition. The quintessential Toyota -- This
Toyota Tacoma PreRunner speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising
individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary. More information
about the Toyota Tacoma: Toyota Tacoma gives truck enthusiasts what they need or want,
without having to get a full-size pickup. And with the 4-cylinder engine, the Tacoma is one of the
most fuel-efficient pickups available. It's a good-looking sport truck serving a specialized task.
Strengths of this model include Gas mileage, parking ease and maneuverability, simple,
straightforward interior, and affordability. Tacoma trim. What's more, they're also dedicated to
helping you maintain it long after you drive it home for the first time. Only 34, Miles! This Toyota
Tacoma boasts a Gas V6 4. You can also give one of our experienced sales representatives a
call if you have any questions. My sister from Oregon was in immediate need of a vehicle after
totalling her car up here in Washington. I researched a number of cars that she was interested
in, and had narrowed it down to just a few. Sierra and Rob were very helpful and answered all
our emails with questions and got us all ready to view the car in person and make a purchase
the next day! She was still hesitant about driving back to my home about 40 minutes away , so
they offered to deliver it the following day! See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy.
You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the
comfort of home. See store for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you
transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety
recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. It looks like the only
vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your
search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. The average
mileage on a used Toyota Tacoma for sale in Eugene, Oregon is 80, Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Within miles. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 1, Manual Engine Type
Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability. This
model sets itself apart with Gas mileage in the 4-cylinder, parking ease and maneuverability,
wide range of models, simple, straightforward interior, and affordability Dealer Review: Our
buying experience at Kendall Toyota in Bend, Oregon was excellent. New Listing. Strengths of
this model include Gas mileage, parking ease and maneuverability, simple, straightforward
interior, and affordability Dealer Review: Our buying experience at Kendall Toyota in Bend,
Oregon was excellent. Dealer Review: My sister from Oregon was in immediate need of a vehicle
after totalling her car up here in Washington. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I haven't actually got the
chance to purchase a truck off of these guys yet Friendly people and I challenge you to
compare prices and you will see that these people are serious about getting your vehicle for a
great price. Didn't get the vehicle but they responded quick and were professional about my
enquiry. Contacted about a vehicle. Scheduled a test drive. The next day the listing was
removed. I contacted again to see if it was taken down due to me coming to look at it. Why have
the listing up if it isn't for sale???. Another said it was sold and gone. Never got back with me
regarding who was correct or if the truck was even there. They were very quick to respond but I
had found what I wanted prior to moving forward with thier car. The staff and experience were
amazing! They went above and beyond to set us up with a great car, we would buy here again!
Aaron was prompt and answered all of my questions. He was very helpful. I even had a reply
from one of the sales managers. That was impressive as well. Took salesman 2 hours to get
back to me when I asked them to check if the truck had a 7 pin connector. When we tried to
make a deal the final price was more than dollars above the advertised price. Sales tax was only
, the rest was be dealers fees. Basically I wasted half a day on this crap. Vehicle would have
been great, dealership worked with me, but my schedule and distance did not allow me to test
drive vehicle before it sold. They accommodated my work from home schedule and understood
I could not take calls. Remember when small pickup trucks were so popular that even
Volkswagen sold one that was based on the Rabbit? Of this quintet, the members of which are
no longer actually small, the Tacoma is the biggest and most popular model, but it might also
be the truck that best exemplifies why some companies have gotten out of the compact pickup
game. It can haul more, it can tow more, and it can carry more people in greater levels of
comfort. Appropriately, a Tundra also costs thousands of dollars more than an equivalent
Tacoma. And price is where the Tacoma and its remaining competitors demonstrate their

clearest advantage over a full-size truck, especially now that models like the new Chevy
Silverado average 18 mpg with a V8 engine and 4-wheel drive. A sport-tuned model called the
Tacoma X-Runner is also available, available only with a V6 engine and a manual transmission.
If that sounds good to you, know that is the last year for this low-volume variant. Our Silver
Streak Mica Tacoma looked good, but not great. The Limited Package gets rid of all the ugly
black plastic covering much of the exterior and adds a set of appealing inch chrome wheels, but
I definitely prefer the scooped hood and special inch wheels with B. Inside, my test truck offered
a mix of inexpensive plastic, quality switchgear and Sof-Tex leatherette seating that did a
decent job of mimicking leather. Nothing about the cabin infers luxury, but most of what the
driver sees and touches imparts a sense of quality, even if that quality relates to its ability to
withstand abuse rather than deliver upscale refinement. Toyota has not redesigned the Tacoma
since the model debuted nearly a decade ago. My test truck contained a 4. As a result, the
Tacoma can handle a trailer weighing up to 6, pounds and carry up to a best-in-class 1, pounds
of payload. The transmission also provides plenty of engine braking on downgrades and holds
a lower gear while climbing hills. As a result, my 4,pound test truck effortlessly ascended from
sea level to 1, feet of elevation at 80 mph. No big deal? The gain in altitude occurred over the
span of just a few miles, and I had my family aboard plus a bed full of beach gear. According to
the EPA, my Tacoma test truck should have averaged 19 mpg in combined driving. I got As for
my testing, I found the Tacoma to be a lazy driving companion, though its character is not out of
line with what one might expect of a pickup. Acceleration is loud and leisurely. Transmission
shifts are occasionally harsh. The ride can be choppy at the same time that the inch tires
pummel pavement irregularities into submission. The steering is heavy, slow and vibrates with
seemingly every bump in the road, but works well when driving on dirt and in ruts. The brakes
feel strong, secure and occasionally over-boosted. Wind noise is an issue at speeds over 60
mph. At a time when pickups are becoming almost as refined as modern automobiles, it is
almost refreshing to drive something completely old-school like the Tacoma. People buy pickup
trucks because they have stuff to haul or tow, and a properly outfitted Tacoma is better at this
than its primary competitors. To be perfectly fair to Nissan, however, a Frontier tows just as
much as a Tacoma and falls short in terms of payload by only 11 pounds. Our Tacoma test truck
included handy adjustable tie-down cleats on the bed rails and tie-down hooks in the bed, a
3-pronged power outlet in the bed wall and a sliding rear window that could come in handy for
carrying longer and flexible items. The bottom cushions flip up and forward to accommodate
taller items and to reveal under-seat storage bins. The rear seatbacks fold down to provide a flat
plastic load floor for when keeping things dry and secure is preferable. Note that when the rear
seatbacks are folded down, the rear cab wall offers hooks for plastic grocery bags. Up front, the
Tacoma is equipped with a large center storage console, a big glovebox, a coin box to the left of
the steering column, a dashboard cubby to the right of the steering column and a sizable bin
forward of the shifter that can be configured for cupholders as desired. The door panels offer
bottle holders, and rear seat occupants are treated to dual cupholders mounted over the rear air
vents. Comfort levels are adequate. Plus, they face a rather tall dashboard, making it seem like
outward visibility is restricted. Our Limited test truck had a manual lumbar support adjuster for
the driver, though, as well as meaty handgrips mounted to both windshield pillars, helping
shorter and younger people to clamber aboard. While a Tacoma Double Cab is a long truck, the
rear seating area is not generous. Taller adults are likely to find a shortage of headroom, though
this was not a problem for me. Getting in and out is also tough for the longer limbed members
of the species, due to how the rear doors are configured with respect to the seating. Interior
materials are appropriate for a vehicle as likely to be used for work as it is play. Installed in the
Tacoma, I find this system easy to use, though the level of accuracy required to get the screen
to respond on the first try might aggravate people with stubbier fingers than mine. Our test
truck also had satellite radio, as well as an Entune Apps Suite with real-time traffic and weather
reports, sports and stocks news, and more. The premium JBL Audio system sounded good, too,
and the navigation system proved easy to program. According to the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety IIHS , the Tacoma gets a Good rating in the moderate offset frontal-impact test,
the side-impact test and the rear-impact injury prevention test. Comparatively, Regular Cab
models get a 4-star side-impact rating, while Double Cab models receive a 3-star frontal-impact
rating. Until Toyota redesigns the Tacoma, these results are unlikely to change. It sure would be
great if Toyota offered Safety Connect on the Tacoma. Additionally, if you stack the Tacoma up
against its primary competition, the Toyota includes free scheduled maintenance for 2 years or
25, miles and receives the highest possible depreciation rating from ALG at 5 stars. However, a
Tacoma is not the paragon of reliability that most buyers likely expect. Power dependability
study, and Consumer Reports gives the 4-cylinder models a better-than-average rating, while
Tacomas with a V6 engine rate merely average. Although this review is written near the end of

the model year, there are no significant lease deals available for the Tacoma and no cash-back
rebate programs. What does this mean for truck buyers? It might be wise to investigate a
discounted full-size truck with greater towing and payload capacities, a roomier cab and a
bigger cargo bed, even if it gets lower fuel-economy ratings. And remember, a full-size truck
might even match the Tacoma in terms of EPA ratings. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
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area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. John Roberts Nissan. Grayson Hyundai Subaru. More
features than really needed, but very cool! The value is good in my opinion. The only thing the
vehicle is missing is steps or running boards so you can get in easy. I could not really compare
it to other makes, but just any of the tacoma models. Very nice truck The Toyota Tacoma SR is
the bottom of the model lineup. Why Use CarGurus?

